The cost of a code is the average number of output letters per input letter; the redundancy is the difference between the cost and the entropy. The delay of a code is the average length of the input words. The less redundancy, the better the code. Decreasing the redundancy, however, implies increasing the delay. On the other hand, the more the delay, the more complicated the code. The exchange relation between redundancy and delay is thus of interest. We will trace this relation for different codes and for different degrees of knowledge of a source. The goal is to point out the dependence between redundancy and information about a source. For example, redundancy is typically O( l/d) for block to variable length codes of a known Bernoulli source (d stands for delay). It grows as O(d-'logd) when a source is unknown and takes an intermediate value 0 L-length sample is available. So the price for universality is Using Stirling's formula no more than logd. The dependence between redundancy and the coder's complexity is also found. llogr(z) -zloge-(z -$)logzl< c,
ZS+,
This paper is a review of known results in a general (2.5) framework, yet there are some new facts in it. Only the simplest proofs treating the Bernoulli case are given.
we have from (2. 3) and (2.4) that for any word u, 1 u I> 0, II. DEFINITIONS -l%4,2erb) -km4 -+ogl+ c,
cw
Let a stationary source B generate a sequence of letters of an alphabet A = { 1,2; * *, k}, k 2 2. Let Q, be the set of sources with memory not exceeding s, s > 0. Thus, St, is the set of Bernoulli sources.
-
logE,P,(u) -I@(u) -~loglul
A source s E Q0 is specified by the probabilities vji, j EA, of its letters. Let q(u) be the number of occurrences of the letter j in a word u, j E A, and let T(U) = (rl(u), ' -* ,rk( u) ). Denote by P,,(u) the probability of a
< C. (2.7)
source 7~ generating the word u. If rr E a,,, then
The symbol R denotes max( x, 1) and, the letter C denotes a t2 1) positive constant. The same letter C can stand for different constants.
If a source ?T E Q2, is identified with the vector 7~ = Let T be a finite complete prefix (CP) set of words and 
UET
If G(m) is a function defined on &,, then E,,,G(r) is the It follows from (2.9) and Jensen's inequality for n(x) = expectation of G(n) with respect to the density f(n IX): -x log x that Denote by l/2 and 1 the k-dimensional vectors where H( ?T) = -ZjEArjlog 7rj is the entropy of 7. (l/2; . * ,1/2) and (1;. .,l). The equality A bijective mapping cp of a CP set Ton a CP set q(T) is ~vw%9 called a code. The set T is called the domain of cp. An
El/2 E1,2P,( w) = &')+1/2 P,b> (2.2) alphabet of q(T) is named the output alphabet. It is convenient to consider this alphabet as containing two holds for any words u and w. letters. There are only four types of codes.
The same symbol Ix I means either the cardinality of x or 1) Block to variable length (BV) are codes in which all the length of x, depending on whether x is a set or a word.
the words of T have equal lengths. where m=3.14.... Denote by F(u) the empirical entropy The VB code is especially interesting since it is not (quasi-entropy) of a word u, I u I > 0 accompanied by the propagation of decoding errors and is +4 g%J e>= -j;A ~lOr ¶ IuI 9 convenient to use with error correcting codes. A code cp can be spread over the set of all finite words. Indeed, because T is a prefix, there is one and only one logx = log,x, OlogO = 0. (2.4) way to represent a word u as u = u,uz . . . u,u', ui E T, ix 1;.
. ,I, 1> 0. The word .u' is either empty or a prefix of some word of T. Let q(u) = cp( u,)cp( u2). . .cp ( u, An indicator of the quality of a code 'p for a source 7r is the redundancy, which is desired as the difference between the cost and the entropy
The redundancy R( (p, a) of decipherable code 'p is always nonnegative, as proved in [49] for BV codes and in [ 191 for VB and VJJ codes. The quantity ( N/n)R
is called the "coding rate" in [46] . But (p/n)a does not equal the cost of the code, i.e., it doesn't equal the average number of output letters per input letter. Equation (2.13) yields an expression for the cost in this case.
Let Q be a set of sources, d be a positive number, and the letter u stand for any of the symbols W, VB, BV. Let Q&tin, d) be the set of all u codes whose minimal delay on Q does not exceed d, i.e., the inequality inf,,,d (T, A sequence of codes {(pd} is called asymptotically optimal if
Here a(n)~b(n) means lim,,,(a(n)/b(n))> 1, and a(n)-b(n) means a(n)~b(n) and.b(n)Za(n). When a set Q of sources is considered, the actual source can be any of the set's elements; the actual source is known, therefore, precisely when 1 D I = 1. Perhaps the following scheme is a bit more realistic. The source is observed for some time L so as to place an L-length sample w at the code designer's disposal. The word w is produced by the source. Say that w is picked from Lincoln's Gettysburg Address or, perhaps, from Wright's novel Gadsby, which does not contain a single letter "e". (The example is taken from [43] ). A sample w defines a code 'p, of the words u. Iul=d,d>O.Th e redundancy R(cp,, m) of a code 'p, on a source r is defined by (2.14). Thus there is a family 'p = {cpw}, w E AL of codes, a code for each sample. The redundancies of this family are (2.16) on a source r, and sup,,,R(cp, r) on a set Qt. Then is the redundancy of the best sample-based code family. The asymptotics of R(d, L, a) and asymptotically optimal BV codes will next be found for Bernoulli sources.
III. KNOWN SOURCE
A known source 7~ is dealt with when the set Q consists of v only. The delay-redundancy relation is here as follows. 2) VV encoding: For a source IT E Q,, we have sup
sE62, 1 ,~,m~~4 -~~+~ holds. and there is a source rr E a, such that R,(d,a)>c.d-910g-8d.
Proof:
We have for any r E PO from (2.4), (2.9), and the definition of H(a) These results are 6. L. Khodak's [28] , [29] . It follows from the comparison of (3.1) with (3.2) that the W encoding is indeed better than BV encoding.
3) T/B encoding: For a source a E a0
To prove the upper bound of (3.3), we choose a constant d. Any minimal length word u is declared to be an element of the domain Td of the code (pd as soon as -log P,( u) > d.
The dual set consisting of the maximal length words u, -log P,,( u) < d, may be taken instead of Td. Thus VB encoding is just as good as BV encoding (within a multiplicative constant). The lower and upper bounds of (3.3) are also due to G. 
IV. SAMPLE-BASEDCODES
The problem of encoding on the basis of a known sample w, I w I = L, generated by a source r was studied for the first time in [9] . The Bayesian optimality of the code r+$,, which maps a word u to the word q:(u) with is proven there. T. M. Cover [34] also investigated this question in a Bayesian setup. E. N. Gilbert proposed in [43] to find via w an estimate n(w), ri( w) = (I;:(w) + A)/( L +kh), A>O, i= l;.. ,k, of the probability vector 72 and to give a word u the codeword cpW(u), I&$(u)] = [-log P,,(,,,,( u)]. The codes 'pg = {(pw"} and Q? = {r+-&, w E AL} were compared to one another in [12] . For any source 77, 7ri>0, i= l;.., kR(cp'a) is less than R(cpg, n), d/L + co. If d/L diminishes, however, the difference between the redundancies of 'pi and 'pg also diminishes. What is more, the code (p' is asymptotically optimal for any such vector 7~; that is, lim d-t ,( R( cp', a)/( R( d, L, n)) = 1. However, this convergence is not uniform and R(d, L, Qo) C sup,,,aOR(cpl, m). We next prove the uniform asymptotic optimality of the code QJ l12. Simply replacing the parameter 1 in Dir-i&let's distribution with l/2 makes the conver- Obviously,
where go is a source with nonconcerted probabilities. We have from ( 
IwI=L Iuj=d
From here and (2.2)
It follows from Theorem 1 that there is no reason to take the length L of a sample w much longer than the length d of encoded word u. If L = d, the code QJ'/~ has redundancy (C/d), which is to within a constant equal to the redundancy of a code of a known source. When increasing L, one cannot make the redundancy less than (C/d).
When encoding a word v generated by an unknown Bernoulli source, one can divide V into many blocks u and regard the first of them as a sample w. The code of the first block w is w itself, and the code of any other block u is defined by (4.5). Theorem 1 guarantees that the redundancy of such a "sample dependent" code is (C/l u I) if vvl I) b g u is i enough. But this redundancy increases up to '3loglul)/(lul) h w en not using the first block as a sample; that is, it increases when the code of a block u does not depend on the position of u in the word l'.
V. UNIVERSAL BV CODES
If we have no samples at all, then length L is equal to zero and Theorem 1 is transformed into Theorem 2. The length of an asymptotically optimal code of a word u is l(p"2tu)l = I-logE,,,P,t~)]-
.((L+d)F(uw)-LF(w))-H(s)
It is interesting to note that the Dirichlet distribution .with the parameter l/2 and not the uniform one with the parameter 1 appears here. To encode the known source 7~, one has only to change the prefix and choose its length as equal to [ -log P,,( u)]. In We can easily see comparing Theorem 3 to (3.3), that the charge for universality is logd. Thus VB codes are similar to BV codes in this respect.
VII. SOME OTHER UNIVERSAL CODES
There are the bounds for the redundancy of universal W codes. The upper bound is a simple corollary of Theorem 2. To get the lower bound one has to do some averaging. There is a discrepancy between the lower bound and the upper one. A charge for the universality is here not less than d -c213) .
Consider a BB encoding. The restriction of a mapping cp on a set M, M c Ad, d > 0, is an injection. All the words of Ad\M get the same code, a process that generates an error. A method of BB-universal encoding is suggested in [50] , [51] . But it is possible to make use of the same idea in order to obtain a universal BB code of the set at,, s > 0. Namely, the set M has to consist of all the words whose empirical entropy does not exceed some constant. It is shown in [13] that this code has just the same index of the exponent of error probability as the code of a single source. Now let !J be a set of sources whose probabilities are unknown but ordered. In other words the inequalities rri > IT and 1~ i <j < k hold for every source 7~ E Ilt. The symbol cP,,( 1, Q) here denotes the set of all the decipherable codes of letters in A, and R,,(l, a) denotes the redundancy of the optimal code for a. It was shown in [ 181 that loglog k < R,,(l, 9) < loglog k + C. The optimal code attaches to the letter i the code of length [log Cii( i -l)'-'1, i E A. C is a normalizing constant here. A possible application of this code is to a catalog of a library where new books are preferred to old ones. The author of [ 181 sees in the fact that [logCi'( i -l)"] -C/i an explanation of Zipf's law. If 1 Al = cc, then R,,(l,Q) = cc and the approach defined in II cannot be used here. A suitable modification of the notion of universality and the corresponding code are proposed in [38] . The code in [38] is the same as the one in [14] .
Universal encoding for the case of frequency distributions with bounded moments is studied in [2] . Universal encoding of noisy channels is investigated in [S] , [6] .
The existence of a universal encoding is established [6], [41] , [42] , [48] for more general types of sources and for other criteria of quality. Perhaps it will also prove interesting to introduce an analog of the R,(d, Q) function and to investigate exchange relations between the quality and the complexity of universal encoding.
using it for universal codes was first established in [ 11. It is shown in [23] that the redundancy of universal encoding and decoding decreases as C. m -'/210g5/2 m, where m is the number of logical elements (disjunctions, conjunctions, and negations) in a decoding or encoding logical net. The redundancy of "sample dependent" encoding from Section IV is Cm-'/210g3/2 m. The same enumerator of the combinations is useful for implementing VB-universal encoding. It is convenient here to make use of the notion of "starting point" from [46] . From the above discussion and Theorem 3, we have that the redundancy of VB encoding decreases as C. m -1/310g3 m, where m has the same meaning.
Perhaps it is suitable to mention here more general algorithms of enumeration along with the enumerator of combinations. They are the lexicographical algorithm [35] , the algorithms [3], [4] , and the optimal algorithm of enumeration spending loge + o(1) bits of memory per word [ill.
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VIII. THE COMPLEXITY OF UNIVERSAL ENCODING
The changing of (lul+ k-l)/ri,,(u) by Z,,,(lul+ k-1)/r,(u) may only strengthen in&quality (A.3) such that Methods of universal encoding have rather simple hardware and software implementations. The code word of a word u consists of a prefix and suffix equaling the Q.E.D. It is clear that h(A) = k'. To obtain an estimate of the cardinahty 1 Td 1 Of Td, We have to estimate h( Td).
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